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KEY RESOURCES FOR ADMINISTRATORS 

 

 

The Principal’s Handbook, issued by the Office of School Operations in 2015, is an excellent resource for 

administrators.  As the opening day for school rapidly approaches, administrators must complete myriad 

tasks to prepare for students and staff.  The Handbook contains some checklists that are great reference 

guides to ensuring a smooth and organized school opening.  At this time of the year, administrators should 

be sure to review the following: 
 

 When Opening School:   Tasks for the Administrative Leadership Team (pages 73-77)Covers 

specific tasks such as welcome letters to staff and parents; developing or updating the faculty and 

staff handbook; providing an information bulletin for parents; establishing office procedures; 

creating bell, class, supervision schedules; developing the opening staff meeting agenda; and much 

more. 

 
 When Assuming the Leadership of an Elementary or Secondary School and Early Education 

Center (pages 66-73)Guides for a school’s new principal which cover key steps to take prior to 

the first visit to the site and upon arrival at the site. 

 
Please use the following link to access the Principal’s Handbook:    HANDBOOK FOR PRINCIPALS 

2015.  The checklists mentioned above are by no means comprehensive, but are intended to provide quick 

guides to critical administrative tasks.  AALA members are encouraged to contact the office if there are 

questions or concerns pertaining to opening of school or other matters with which we can assist. 
 
 

KEY TIPS FOR ADMINISTRATORS 
 

The tips listed below were developed by Sheryl Weaver, a former high school principal in Fresno who 

was recognized as outstanding by CTA and whose school won numerous awards. 
 

  Smile, no matter how you feel.  You set the tone and do not get the luxury of a bad day. 

  Sincerity, passion and enthusiasm are three qualities essential to the profession. 

  Don’t make excuses.  People expect and deserve your best. 

  Model what you expect from staff and students. 

  Say what you mean and mean what you say.   Consistency, guts and fairness—you’ve got to have 

them. 

  Remember people’s names. 

  Pay attention to details. 

  Love your team unconditionally.  They are your team, and your role is to get them to be the best 

they can be.  Coach ’em up! 

  Take time to listen and look at people when they are talking to you.  Don’t look at your phone or 

watch and don’t text. 

  Dig in, no matter what the job is.  Work side by side with your team. 

  Don’t be afraid to step out of your comfort zone when it comes to having fun. 

  Never forget where you came from. 
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http://www.aala.us/docs/2015/07/PRINCIPALS-HANDBOOK-2013-2.pdf
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